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Signature of Structure Failure Using Asymmetric and
Broadening Factors of Brillouin Spectrum
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Abstract—We introduce a novel data analysis approach based on
the extraction of peak strain, asymmetric and broadening factors
of the Brillouin spectrum measured with the distributed Brillouin
sensor (DBS). Such an approach provides simultaneously global
and local strains, describing the status of the structure, at the con-
trary of average strain measurements. These results are confirmed
by a trial on a composite column subjected to vertical and bending
loads. This demonstrates that the DBS is a powerful tool to give the
signature of the structure failure and then to identify early prob-
lems in structures that none of existing point sensors can detect.

Index Terms—Brillouin spectrum, distributed Brillouin sensor
(DBS), form factors, strain sensor, structural health monitoring
(SHM).

I. INTRODUCTION

STRUCTURAL health monitoring (SHM) is used to iden-
tify early signs of potential problems, allowing prevention

of disasters and then the repair of these damages. SHM is also
implemented to improve the construction processes and to pro-
duce new building materials, so that it saves millions to billions
of dollars over a structure’s lifetime. Currently, techniques used
for SHM are punctual devices giving only partial information on
the stresses and not on the status of the structure. Their localized
nature not only fails to give global information on the structure
health, they are also incapable of detecting local defects when
location is not known in advance.

These difficulties can be overcome by distributed strain mea-
surements in real time as do distributed Brillouin sensor (DBS)
systems [1]. Recent studies [2], [3] have been conducted to mon-
itor strain of composite and concrete beams. Strain measure-
ments are based on the extraction of the average value of the
Brillouin spectrum, which is the most commonly used signal
processing technique [1]–[3]. If the spectrum has a symmetric
shape under the condition of low pump and probe power, this
means the asymmetric feature of the Brillouin spectrum is in-
duced only by the stress condition. Then average strain reflects
the overall structure condition. Global and local strains almost
coincide, so the structure does not suffer deformations, cracks,
or materials debonding. The coincidence of global and local
strains is the condition for the concrete beam to be in elastic
regime as it happens in laboratory testing. The beam follows
the loading condition linearly and reversibly [2].
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However, when civil engineering structures are subjected to
substantial loads, induced by earthquakes or severe weather
conditions for example, they start to fail, so debonding and
deformation are developing. The Brillouin profile becomes
locally asymmetric and the peak is broadened (assuming the
pulsewidth is fixed) with the full-width at half-maximum
(FWHM) much bigger than the Brillouin spectrum linewidth

of the unstressed structure (FWHM MHz
for SMF-28). Brillouin peak frequency does not match the
mass-weight center of the spectrum and average strain value.
Peak frequency measurement obtained by the curve fitting
technique gives only global strain information. Moreover, the
average strain does not represent the local strain associated
with cracks and deformation of the structure as well as fiber
reinforced polymer (FRP)/concrete debonding. We find that
the early sign of structural failures is related to asymmetry and
broadening of the Brillouin spectrum.

Our signal processing approach requires both high spatial
and frequency resolutions. In commercial DBS systems, this
requirement is impossible to achieve due to the pulse-induced
spectral broadening. In our sensor, that effect is mitigated by
taking advantage of the existence of a dc part to the pulse which
contributes to coherent probe(pulse)–pump(continuous wave)
interaction [5].

II. PROPOSED DATA ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY

We propose a novel signal processing approach to extract
both global and local strain informations. We keep the Brillouin
peak measurement as the global strain tag but we introduce,
for the first time in distributed sensing field, two form factors,
asymmetric and broadening factors, that are the sig-
natures of local degradations such as cracks, deformation, and
debonding. The form factors are defined as
and , where and are, re-
spectively, the right (left) half-width at half-maximum and the
FWHM of the broadened Brillouin loss spectrum. Brillouin loss
spectra measured at every location are analyzed to extract these
three parameters as illustrated in Fig. 1.

The first parameter is the frequency shift that gives
us global information on the longest strained section observed
within the pulsewidth at a given position in the fiber .
The second parameter indicates the presence of higher but
short strain components. Finally, describes the broadening
of the Brillouin loss spectrum induced by nonuniform strain
distribution. We discuss various strain regimes associated with
the form factors value. Fig. 2(a) and (b) shows various cases with
the same but different strain distributions. These spectra
are the results of simulations [4] for given pump and probe
conditions ( mW, mW) at the same
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Fig. 1. Definition of the width parameters on an experimental Brillouin loss
spectrum of a strained section of a single-mode optical fiber.

Fig. 2. Results of numerical simulations [4] for various strain profiles
included within w: (a) uniform strain (F = 1; F = 1), linear strain
(F = 1; F > 1); (b) nonlinear strain with short components larger than
main strain contribution (F > 1; F > 1), nonlinear strain with short
components smaller than main strain contribution (F < 1; F > 1).

location in the fiber (fiber length is 40 m and m) and
identical pulsewidth ( m). When and ,
the strain distribution is uniform. The spectrum is simply shifted
and a peak-finding approach is enough to characterize the status
of the structure [Fig. 2(a)]. If the spectrum is still symmetric

but , then the distribution is nonuniform
[6]. The peak-finding technique describes the global behavior
of the structure but it fails to detect the presence of strain
over section shorter than pulsewidth. The strain distribution
becomes asymmetric when as in Fig. 2(b). For ,
the strain distribution is nonuniform corresponding to large

Fig. 3. (a) Column cross section without concrete showing the rods laid within
the FRP sheets casing. (b) Column cross section schematic. (c) View of the
bottom of the column with the four first optical fiber layers.

local strain components while the global strain is low.
It indicates that small defects start to build up in the structure.
When , global strain becomes the highest component. It
means that the structure is in jeopardy because the local strain
becomes the dominating contribution. Apparently, the use of

and introduces two advantages: 1) Even if the global
strain is the same (same ), they show distinct structural
status; 2) it provides a complete picture compared to average
strain detection or multiple peak analysis.

III. BRILLOUIN SENSOR CHARACTERISTICS

Common DBSs are limited in frequency resolution when
pulsewidth is smaller than the acoustic phonon lifetime due
to pulse induced spectral broadening. At the contrary, we
developed and designed our sensor to take advantage of the
influence of the electrooptic modulator finite extinction ratio
(ER) that enhances spatial resolution [5]. The dc component
of the pulse interacts with the pump giving two contributions
to the loss spectrum: 1) the interaction of the component
present in the dc part of the probe with the pump gives a
spectrum characteristic of the whole fiber; 2) the interaction
of the pulse part of the probe with the pump gives a spectrum
characteristic of local stress. Eventually, the Brillouin loss
signal is enhanced and narrower than the signal that would
be produced by the pulse–pump interaction only (infinite ER
case). In our experiment, we used an ER of 15 dB which keeps
the spectrum FWHM within a few percent of the Brillouin
gain natural linewidth under unstrained or uniform strain con-
ditions. A nonuniform strain spectrum measured with a 1.7-ns
pulse, which is equivalent to a spatial resolution of 17 cm, is
presented in Fig. 1. Spectra are taken every 5 cm (which is the
sampling interval of sensor digitizer) allowing us to achieve
centimeter-size crack detection [4], [5]. Our sensor operates at
1309 nm. The sensing medium is a single-mode optical fiber.

IV. EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION

We applied our new spectrum analysis scheme to the moni-
toring of a concrete/FRP structure subjected to extreme stresses.
Due to their composite nature, the structures suffer very distinct
damages, which eventually lead to collapse. These degradations
are FRP/concrete debonding, crack as well as shape deforma-
tion. The concrete column using FRP rods as reinforcing bars
is wrapped in FRP sheets [Fig. 3(a) and (b)]. An optical fiber
is laid along the column. The fiber is glued horizontally at ten
distinct cross sections of the column (from bottom, Layer 1, to
the top, Layer 10). Each section is 1 m long and separated by
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Fig. 4. Peak frequency (left y-axis) and form factors (right y-axis) as a
function of column drift: (a) push side, Layer 4, median point, push condition;
(b) push side, Layer 4, median point, pull condition; (c) push side, Layer
2, median point, push condition; (d) pull side, Layer 4, median point, pull
condition.

1 m of loose fiber. An optical pulse is launched at the end of
the fiber located at the top of the column (Layer 10). An axial
load of 1880 kN is applied on the column, while it is pushed
and pulled, to represent the real load of the building. Push and
pull refers to the location of the observer [Fig. 3(b)]. Pull cor-
responds to the column side facing the observer. The opposite
face is associated with the push action. The push and pull ampli-
tudes are measured by the drift, varied from 3 to 8%. The drift
parameter is defined as the ratio of the lateral displacement
to the height of the column . The drift is gradually increased
by 1% step until the column collapses which occurred at 8%
drift. Measurements with the Brillouin sensor are taken at each
drift step.

V. RESULTS ANALYSIS

From each Brillouin measurement, we extracted and cal-
culated and . We then drew and the two form factors
as a function of the drift amplitude for both push and pull condi-
tion. We concentrated our analysis on two fiber sections located
on the median of Layers 2 and 4 of the push side [Fig. 3(c)].
We also analyzed the median point of Layer 4 of pull (i.e., sym-
metric of Layer 3 push side).

The graphs of Fig. 4 show that and experience mono-
tonic increase with a bend in the curve when and

. At larger drifts, tends to saturate [Fig. 4(a) and
(b)] or to fluctuate [Fig. 4(c) and (d)]. increases above two
(it can reach a maximum of four) and then drops below one and
becomes steady. The region of smaller slope corresponds
to elastic regime of the column without deformation. The in-
crease of and values are associated with the appearance
of local stresses, contributing to the crushing and deformations
of the concrete. The bend in is followed by a sudden slope
rise, when and , which is due to the com-
plete concrete collapse as observed in the experiment. FRP and
concrete are fully debonded, the structure is maintained by the
FRP only, leaving it free to follow the load changes. Ultimately,

saturates and/or fluctuates when the drift becomes large and
. Large strain is the dominant contribution. The column

safety is then threatened. The FRP, being the only element sup-

TABLE I
SIGNATURE OF STRUCTURE FAILURE WITH FORM FACTORS

porting the structure, starts to rupture locally. These ruptures
release locally the tension inducing a local strain reduction and
then mitigating the spectrum broadening.

Table I summarizes the relationship of the structure behavior
with the three parameters variation. Monitoring the changes of
these values can predict the early sign of collapse. The conclu-
sions drawn in Table I are valid for 1.7-ns pulses but should not
be affected by pulsewidth of the same order of magnitude, which
is the best spatial resolution that can be currently achieved.

VI. CONCLUSION

A new signal processing approach is introduced based on
the shape analysis of the Brillouin spectrum. Asymmetric and
broadening factors of the Brillouin spectrum are associated with
the degradation of the column. These parameters are a clear sig-
nature of structure failures. It strengthens the DBS position as a
serious candidate for SHM applications.
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